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A new age for single-molecule imaging: meet the Nanoimager 
  The Nanoimager from Oxford Nanoimaging is a new breed of single-molecule microscope, defying the current rules for high-resolution single-molecule imaging. It is an easy-to-use, compact instrument. It is capable of capturing the most sensitive single-molecule fluorescence data on a standard laboratory desk or benchtop.   Re-designed to embody the most efficient optical path, Oxford Nanoimaging have created a high-throughput, purpose built instrument with exceptional specifications. It offers the world’s first tailored wide-field single-molecule FRET solution, as well as super-resolution imaging with an achievable resolution of under 20 nm. In this note, the unique features of the Nanoimager are revealed, the modes of imaging are described and the benefits of joining this revolution in high-resolution single-molecule imaging are laid out in full.  
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Nanoimager techniques 
 
Super-resolution imaging 
 
Super-resolution imaging with the Nanoimager can provide images of cellular features with 20 nm and better resolution, depending on the sample. This level of detail allows an unprecedented understanding of the interaction and ultrastructure of molecules in cells. Complimentary analysis such as co-localization and clustering, which are included in the Nanoimager custom software, allow in-depth and quantitative analysis of interacting species and consequently molecular function. The ease-of-use of the Nanoimager combined with its super-resolution capability allows the user to gain greater insight into important biological questions.  

Super-resolution techniques break the 200 nm limit on image resolution imposed by the diffraction of light in the optical path. The particular method employed by the Nanoimager to achieve super-resolution is single-molecule localization. Localization-based methods include direct stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (dSTORM) and photo-activated localization microscopy (PALM).  

Figure 1, Localization-based super-resolution imaging of actin in an MDBK cell, labelled with Alexa647-phalloidin. In a conventional diffraction-limited total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) image (A), the fluorophores on the labelled structure are too close to spatially resolve. To solve this problem, the fluorophores are imaged with high intensity under specific buffer conditions, causing them to blink on and off as they switch between a dark and a fluorescent active state. In each frame, only a subset of fluorophores is in the active state, and these are localized with nanometer accuracy (B). This process is repeated for each frame in the acquisition (C). The super-resolved image (D) is a pointillistic rendering of all the localized spots from throughout the acquisition.  
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These techniques involve localizing only subsets of fluorophores in consecutive frames, to a high precision (under 20 nm laterally and 50 nm axially depending on the experiment), and reconstructing an image from the positions of the localizations. This principle is illustrated in Figure 1. Localization-based super-resolution requires labelling with fluorophores that have the capacity to switch between an active and dark state; there are a wide range of commercially available options and these have been reviewed heavily in the literature.   Single-molecule FRET 
 
The Nanoimager is the world’s first 
commercial solution for wide-field 
single-molecule Förster resonance 
energy transfer (smFRET) studies. 
FRET is a non-radiative energy 
transfer between two fluorophores 
that reports on their intermolecular 
distance. It operates on the 2 – 10 
nm range. In smFRET studies, a 
‘donor’ fluorophore is excited by a 
laser and depending on their 
proximity, transfers energy to a 
second ‘acceptor’ fluorophore. The 
excited acceptor then emits this 
energy as fluorescence. The donor 
and acceptor can be attached to the 
same or to separate molecules. 

 smFRET can measure intramolecular distances 
in a single protein or nucleic acid, or the specific 
interaction between subunits in a protein 
complex, in real time. Applications might include 
the effect of drugs on the conformational 
dynamics of enzyme binding sites, or the study 
of protein aggregation in neurodegenerative 
diseases. smFRET can be used to infer binding 
constants, reaction pathways and dwell time 
distributions at the stochastic single-molecule 
level, not obscured by ensemble averaging. 
 
Key features of the Nanoimager that highlight its 
suitability for smFRET include: simultaneous dual-
color imaging; real-time analysis of single-
molecule intensity traces and population 
averages; high-throughput imaging of 
thousands of single molecules per field of view, 
and the ability to perform alternating laser 
excitation (ALEX) smFRET to determine 
stoichiometry as well as distances in the 
molecules of interest. 

Figure 2, Detecting real-time conformational changes using smFRET. A single DNA Holliday junction molecule labelled with Cy3B and Cy5 (Figure 3) changes conformation stochastically in the presence of magnesium ions, bringing the fluorophores closer together. The dynamics of intramolecular conformational changes such as this are readily measurable using TIRF-based smFRET. The normalized raw intensities in each emission channel are in red (Cy5) and green (Cy3B), the energy transfer efficiency is in blue. 

Figure 3, Identifying multiple FRET states. Under green excitation, Cy3B (green) transmits energy to Cy5 (red) when the two fluorophores are close. This causes quenching of Cy3B fluorescence and enhancement of Cy5 fluorescence (high-FRET state). When the two fluorophores are further apart, FRET is reduced, so Cy3B appears brighter (low-FRET state). The two different conformational states of the DNA Holliday junction from which this data was recorded are shown on the right. Note how the green Cy3B and red Cy5 change separation during the transition. Holliday junctions are exploited in genetic recombination, allowing the DNA to be cut in different orientations (yellow arrows), with different resulting DNA strands.   
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Modes of imaging 
 
The Nanoimager is designed to make fluorescence imaging easier. Given a sample with a fluorescently labelled component such as a cell, or a population of single molecules attached to a surface, the Nanoimager can capture the labelled species in three different modes of operation. These are highlighted in Figure 4.  Epifluorescence or wide-field imaging is perhaps the most common type of fluorescence imaging, where a parallel beam of light passes directly upwards through the sample. The high magnification of the Nanoimager (1 pixel = 117 nm) and the large field of view are advantages for epifluorescence experiments in comparison to other fluorescence microscopes. Epifluorescence is preferred for imaging samples over 10 µm deep. However, this method does result in higher background signals due to excited molecules outside of the focal plane. 

The highest possible signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is achieved by the Nanoimager using total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy. Only a thin, 200 nm layer of the sample is excited near the coverslip, but virtually all of the excited molecules are in focus and the background signal is significantly reduced. This type of imaging is thus ideal for studying molecules attached to a surface or on a membrane.   The final mode of imaging is highly inclined and laminated optical sheet (HILO) imaging, where the laser is directed at a sharp angle through the sample. This affords an imaging depth of up to 10 µm, at a SNR only slightly lower than that of TIRF. One click of a button in the Nanoimager user interface changes the illumination from epifluorescence to HILO or TIRF mode.  Each of these modes is capable of imaging at high temporal resolution, with full frames taking only milliseconds to record. For even higher temporal resolution, a reduced area can be imaged at up to 5 kHz frame rate. To support these imaging capabilities, the Nanoimager uses a latest generation sCMOS camera, which combined with tailored software compares favourably to alternative options such as EMCCD in most common applications, including super-resolution imaging. The objective lens is a high-numerical aperture, high-magnification oil immersion lens.   Simultaneous dual-color imaging, sequential four-color imaging 
 The Nanoimager offers simultaneous dual-color imaging, supporting co-localization studies and the capture of dynamic information for two different molecular species. Dual-color imaging is also essential for smFRET experiments.   

Figure 4, The imaging modes employed by the Nanoimager. The user can input the illumination angle directly to control the path of the laser through the objective, which determines whether imaging is performed in epifluorescence, TIRF or HILO mode. In epifluorescence, the laser passes directly up through the sample, allowing excitation of molecules deeper in the sample but causing a higher background signal due to out-of-focus excited molecules. In TIRF, the laser is incident above the critical angle for the refractive index change between the coverslip and sample, so it is totally internally reflected. The thin (approximately 200 nm) evanescent field that occurs at the interface excites molecules near the surface with high SNR. In HILO the angle of incidence is slightly below the critical angle, so the laser passes through the sample at a highly inclined angle; HILO is a useful compromise between the optimal SNR achieved via TIRF and the depth of imaging afforded by epifluorescence.  
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 To image two species simultaneously, the sample should be labelled with at least two spectrally distinct fluorophores, such as any two out of blue, green or red fluorophores. Figure 5 gives an example of how the sample might be labelled. However, while the emission light is split into two channels, the Nanoimager supports imaging with up to four excitation colors. Two colors can be imaged simultaneously, but up to four can be imaged sequentially in time, or by a pattern of interlaced lasers.   For four-color imaging, the dynamics of the sample should be considered, which should at least be on a timescale longer than that required to achieve sufficient photons before turning one laser off and switching another on. This approach is suited to fixed cell imaging, for example.   Depending on the user’s requirements, each Nanoimager is configured with the optimal grouping of emission into the two emission channels, balanced with the optimal spectral bandwidth for each of the four potential fluorophores.   The third dimension 
 
The Nanoimager offers 3D imaging using the astigmatism technique, where the z-position of the emitter is 
determined from the shape of its point spread function (PSF). The concept is explained in Figure 6. This 
method provides around 50 nm resolution in the z-direction, while in the lateral direction resolution is still 
under 20 nm. The extra dimension allows further high-content information to be extracted from the sample. 

Figure 6, 3D information is obtained using optical astigmatism. A cylindrical lens in the emission path alters the PSF of the fluorophores depending on their z-position relative to the focal plane (dashed line in A). This change in shape of the PSF indicates z-position over a range of 1 µm; fluorophores near the top of this range have PSFs that are elliptical in one direction, whereas fluorophores in the lower region appear elliptical in the opposite direction (B). In a typical frame (C), the active fluorophores will have a range of z-values, which are extracted by fitting the PSFs with elliptical functions that have been calibrated previously, using the nanometer-precision stage. 

Figure 5, Dual-color super-resolution imaging with the Nanoimager. In this image of an MDBK cell, microtubules are immunolabelled with DyLight550 and colored green, while actin is labelled with Alexa647-phalloidin and colored red.  
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Microscope design 
 
The Nanoimager has a purpose built design that is unlike traditional microscopes. Where these are often modified to incorporate single-molecule detection capabilities, entailing a number of associated limitations, every aspect of the Nanoimager has been carefully designed to meet the needs of researchers in the modern era of high-resolution single-molecule imaging. The superfluous optical elements have been removed to create a highly efficient microscope.   The Nanoimager microscope unit has a footprint smaller than an A4 piece of paper. The accompanying light engine which houses the lasers is coupled to the microscope by an umbilical cord containing optical fibres. The light engine can be placed on the floor or on the table, as in Figure 8, much like a desktop PC tower. This compact and portable design has several benefits for imaging:  

 
 The small footprint saves valuable space in crowded imaging facilities and high biosafety labs 
 The Nanoimager is designed for use on a regular desk or benchtop thanks to its internal vibration dampening, irrespective of imaging mode 
 The streamlined optical path minimises aberrations in the image  
 Fewer optical components leads to lower loss of light: more laser light reaches the sample, more light from the sample reaches the detector 
 The solid, compact form improves stability of the sample during imaging 

Unlike typical bespoke setups or legacy microscope designs, the Nanoimager does not become misaligned. Once your sample is prepared, you are ready to image, without spending valuable time realigning your instrument.   The microscope is a closed system which ensures misalignment does not occur and protects it from dirt and other contaminants. Consequently, the microscope’s downtime is virtually eliminated.  Moreover, as a desktop instrument, the Nanoimager does not require the expensive infrastructure of legacy microscope designs. There is none of the associated cost of a dedicated temperature-regulated room, optical table, laser lab or blackout equipment.  

Figure 7, The Nanoimager is a complete re-invention of the single-molecule microscope. 

Figure 8, The Nanoimager and light engine, next to a laptop to illustrate their scale. 

Figure 9, A typical bespoke alternative. Bespoke microscopes generally require significant infrastructure, accumulate many redundant optics over time and are built on legacy designs that are not adapted to efficient and high-throughput single-molecule imaging. 
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Minimal drift 
 
The Nanoimager is designed with an inherently drift-compensating geometry. Any expansion of the 
microscope body is compensated for in the sample plane. Moreover, the use of specialist materials with a 
low thermal expansion coefficient in strategic positions, combined with the compact, solid design of the 
microscope body, results in an extremely low level of thermal drift. In addition, the Nanoimager can 
automatically detect fiducial markers in a sample, monitor their position and correct for drift in real time 
using its nanometer-precision sample stage. Even without fiducial markers it is possible to correct for drift 
using a selection of software algorithms, accessible at the push of a button. 
 At nanometer resolution, thermal drift can completely nullify any useful information in an imaging experiment; it is therefore essential to minimize drift in any super-resolution microscope. The effect of thermal drift on samples using the Nanoimager is under 1 µm/K. However, as presented in Figure 10, this value is typically down at 500 nm/K in standard laboratory conditions. Even in highly fluctuating temperature conditions (shown in Figure 10B), the recorded position of fiducial markers in a sample changed by less than 10 nm. In summary, the Nanoimager combats thermal drift at every possible opportunity: a desirable asset for any single-molecule microscope.  

Maximal stability 
 The internal vibration dampening of the Nanoimager ensures maximal stability of the sample. In addition, the compact design and small body of the microscope alleviate the effect of vibrations caused by environmental factors. Vibrational frequencies from 0 – 500 Hz have a sub-nanometer effect on the position of fiducial markers in a sample, as illustrated in Figure 11. All measurements were acquired with a Nanoimager operating on a standard desk in the presence of other laboratory equipment.  

Figure 10, Minimal temperature-dependent drift. A, Drift in the position (top) and standard deviation of a fitted Gaussian (middle) for a fluorescent bead, measured over several hours as the temperature of the microscope body was gradually increased (bottom). B, Equivalent plots for data taken during a conference; despite significant spikes in temperature, the drift in the bead’s position remained under 10 nm and did not reflect the temperature fluctuations.  
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In comparison, placing legacy microscope designs on a regular desktop often makes the acquired data unusable; any external disturbance, such as typing on a keyboard on the same table, causes significant agitation to sample. 

 
 
 
 

 Advanced sample stage 
 
Another distinction between the Nanoimager and legacy microscope designs is the stage. Where typical microscope bodies have a large stage with dimensions over 20 cm, the Nanoimager uses a small pronged cantilever just 6 cm across.   The small dimensions of the Nanoimager stage allow an extremely high positional resolution of 2 nm. This resolution does not restrict a large range of travel relative to the sample vessel dimensions, at 18 mm in the lateral direction and 9 mm in the axial direction. The small size of the stage also contributes to the robustness of the sample with respect to vibrations.   Control of the sample position is highly intuitive within the user interface: sample exploration can be performed using the keyboard, and the user can return to a stored position in an instant with 30 nm reproducibility. There are also several options for automatic sample exploration which are discussed later in more detail.   Sample compatibility 
 Most single-molecule and super-resolution users already have sample vessels that are compatible with the Nanoimager stage, such as 8-well chambered coverglass and coverslips on 75 mm x 25 mm slides. Other types of sample vessel are easily adapted to be compatible with the Nanoimager stage, and a variety have already been tested. The Nanoimager stage is unlike traditional stages, but is better suited to highly sensitive single-molecule measurements, providing greater control, fast translation and a lower susceptibility to vibrations and thermal fluctuations.    Live cell imaging 
 
The Nanoimager is compatible with both live and fixed cell imaging. It is equipped with heating elements 
which can keep the entire microscope unit at 37°C. In contrast to heating only parts of the instrument, this 
solution avoids unstable temperature gradients which can lead to drift and degrade the lifetime of the 
instrument. 

Figure 11, Stability against external vibrations. The amplitude of vibrations in the sample determined from the position of localized fluorescent beads is plotted against the corresponding frequency of the vibrations (measured by taking the Fourier transform of the position). 

Figure 12, The cantilever stage design of the Nanoimager, which is around 6 cm across. 
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Imaging with the Nanoimager 
 Large field of view 
 The Nanoimager boasts an extremely large 50 µm x 100 µm field of view (FOV) in each imaging channel, relative to most single-molecule setups where 20 µm x 20 µm is typical. The FOV is evenly illuminated and permits high-throughput imaging of single molecules, or large areas of cells, for rapid collection of data and statistics. Figure 13 illustrates the advantage of this ten-times increase in throughput for understanding the phenotype of mutations in E. coli cells. To draw reliable conclusions about different phenotypes, it is generally necessary to compare many cells; this is a rapid process using the Nanoimager’s large FOV, autofocusing and automated data acquisition. The same benefits apply to single-molecule experiments where a well-sampled distribution of behaviour is essential and is acquired faster with the Nanoimager. Such a large FOV for super-resolution imaging is a unique feature of the Nanoimager. 

High power for high precision 
 For super-resolution imaging, high power densities are often required. The Nanoimager can deliver more than 10 kWcm-2 if required, evenly distributed over the large FOV. Besides the absolute laser powers, this ability results partly from the efficiency of the optical path in the Nanoimager, where fewer optical components reduces the loss of light from the laser beam.  

Figure 13, The large FOV allows high-throughput imaging. Both imaging channels cover an evenly illuminated 50 µm x 100 µm in the sample plane. This property allows rapid accumulation of statistics for single molecules, localizations or cells. In these images, taken using just one emission channel, a subunit of the Twin-arginine transport (Tat) complex in E. coli has been tagged with YFP. The wild-type complexes (left) contain several copies of the tagged subunit, and appear as distinct bright spots within the cells; a mutated complex (right) does not assemble and hence the spots disappear under equivalent exposure settings. The bacteria were illuminated at 532 nm in HILO mode.    
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Highly automated imaging 
 In line with Oxford Nanoimaging’s goal of simplifying single-molecule fluorescence, many aspects of imaging with the Nanoimager are automated. These include:   
 Highly intuitive sample control and user interface, designed with single-molecule experiments in mind 
 Remote control, via remote desktop control, and taking advantage of the intuitive user interface of the Nanoimager; the user can check their sample or acquire data from home using a laptop, tablet or smartphone 
 Single-shot and continuous focusing using a dedicated near infrared laser, which maintains the z-position of the sample with respect to the glass-sample interface 
 User-defined positions which can be stored and returned to with the click of a button, following sample exploration by the user in any direction   
 An overview function, which scans across a number of fields of view, with autofocusing, and within seconds builds up an image of a sample area that can be several square millimetres in size (Figure 14)  Programmable acquisitions, in which the user initiates autonomous recording of the sample by the Nanoimager at multiple xyz-positions, with autofocusing  

 

          These features are designed to make the process of data acquisition and analysis efficient and rapid. The high level of automation minimizes the time taken from placing a sample on the stage to starting data acquisition, and makes the data acquisition convenient while requiring minimal effort. Together with the immediate presentation of data in a logical and tractable way, this allows researchers to make immediate decisions about how to proceed with their experiment before the data has even finished recording.  

Figure 14, Overview of a large sample area. Multiple fields of view, local to the current position, can be quickly viewed as a composite image, to allow rapid exploration and an understanding of the context of the sample. Gold nanoparticles were streaked onto the surface of a coverslip. While in single fields of view the single particles can be resolved and tracked, the overview shows the particles in a wider context and the pattern that they form on the glass. The user also has the ability to program a series of acquisitions at multiple positions.  
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Intelligent data presentation and analysis 
 The ease of acquiring high-content data with the Nanoimager is supported by a range of useful analysis features. A common problem across single-molecule biology is the difficulty of interpreting complex results. To support researchers, the Nanoimager software contains a range of features that analyse and present data in an accessible way, as well as providing quantitative conclusions about the sample.  smFRET traces are analysed in real time, and can be viewed as individual traces or as a population average across a single acquisition or a whole series of acquisitions. Traces can be grouped into different behaviours and 2D histograms of stoichiometry versus FRET efficiency are presented for use in alternating laser excitation (ALEX) mode.  Single-particle tracking PALM data can be acquired and analysed with the Nanoimager, providing instant diffusion analysis and visualization of tracks.  

In super-resolution mode, the super-resolved pointillistic image is rendered in real time, with various options for filtering the localizations, enlarging particular features and selecting one or two colors at a time. Moreover, for quantitative analysis, the user can analyse the distribution of localizations along a line; can measure the time-dependency of positions, standard deviation of fitted functions and photon count for all localizations in a given area; can quantify the degree of clustering of molecules, and can measure co-localization of molecules detected in the two separate emission channels.  

Figure 15, Intelligent data analysis. The Nanoimager comes with custom software for analysis of super-resolution and single-molecule data. A, Clustering analysis, here applied to viral proteins in the nucleus of a mammalian cell. i) The conventional (upper left) and super-resolved image (lower right) of viral proteins (red channel) and a host protein in the nucleus (green channel). Note that clustering analysis would essentially be futile with the conventional image. ii) Statistically significant clusters of the proteins in Ai, plotted as different colors. Co-localization analysis is also possible. B, Real-time rendering of the super-resolved image occurs during an acquisition in super-resolution mode: the localizations can immediately be filtered and quantitatively analysed. C, Real-time analysis of smFRET traces during an acquisition (upper left); the population average can also be plotted (lower right). Single-molecule traces can be grouped according to their behaviour and analysed further downstream, for example using Hidden Markov Modelling to quantify kinetics and dwell times of molecular states.  
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Differentiating the Nanoimager 
 To see how the Nanoimager compares to current options in the single-molecule/super-resolution field, the following table compares some of the prominent alternatives:    

 Nanoimager Competitor 1 Competitor 2 Competitor 3 
Design concept Purpose built Purpose built  Legacy oculars Legacy oculars 
Optical path efficiency / aberration 

Optimum / low Unnecessary optics / moderate Unnecessary optics / moderate Unnecessary optics / moderate 

Alignment  Never Frequent Frequent Routinely 
Laser power density 10 kW/cm2 > 10 kW/cm2  << 10 kW/cm2 << 10 kW/cm2 
Laser power Up to 1000 mW 1000 mW 200 mW 150 mW 
Field of view 5000 µm2 homogeneous illumination 

400 or 1600 µm2 400 µm2 - 6400 µm2 No data 

Operation at 37°C Yes (entire instrument) Yes (entire instrument) Optional (partial instrument) Optional (partial instrument) 
Sample stage reproducibility / resolution 

Piezo inertia drive 30 nm / 2 nm Stepper motor 700 nm / 100 nm  Piezo based 1000 nm / 200 nm Piezo ultrasonic  

z-travel range 5 mm 0.1 mm or 0.4 mm < 0.5 mm < 0.5 mm 
Software Custom Custom One size fits all across microscopy range  

Not single-molecule localization optimized 
Optimized for wide-field smFRET Yes No No No 

Optical table /  infrastructure required 
No Yes Yes Yes 

Footprint / Place of operation < 0.5 m2 / any desktop Up to 3m x 2m / special facilities Up to 3m x 2m / special facilities Up to 3m x 2m / special facilities 
Ease of use Good Poor  Moderate Poor 
3D super-resolution method Astigmatism Bifocal Phase ramp (2x lower resolution) None 

Focusing Real-time focus lock, one-shot automatic focus 
Manual Real-time focus lock Real-time focus lock 
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Specifications 
 
   

Imaging modalities Single-molecule imaging based 3D localization microscopy Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) spectroscopy 
Achievable resolution Lateral: better than 20 nm Axial: better than 50 nm 
3D imaging technique Astigmatism  
Camera Latest generation sCMOS 82 % peak QE 1.6 electrons rms read noise at standard scan 
Magnification 1 pixel = 117 nm in the sample plane 
Acquisition speed 100 fps full frame; 5 kHz with frame height cropped to 2% 
Time for super-resolution full frame Seconds to minutes  (number of localizations and laser power dependent) 
Simultaneous imaging channels 1 or 2 
Total number of imaging colors Up to 4 lasers 
Field of view 100 μm x 100 μm (1 channel) or 100 μm x 50 μm (2 channels) 
Objective Oil immersion, NA=1.4 to NA=1.49 
Laser options Violet: 405 nm (150 mW) Blue: 473 nm (300 or 1000 mW) Green: 532 (300 or 1000 mW), 561 nm (200 mW) Red: 640 nm (300 or 1000 mW) Near infrared: 730 nm (300 or 1000 mW) 
Laser types DPSS and diode 
Other light sources LED for bright-field imaging NIR auto-focus laser 
Illumination modes Closed-loop, continuous illumination angle adjustment between epi-illumination and total-internal reflection 
Sample stage 18/18/9 mm XYZ travel range, closed-loop piezo stage with  2 nm encoder resolution 
Temperature control (live cell imaging) Resistive heating, whole instrument 

Focus system One-shot autofocus Continuous autofocus 
Mechanical stability <1 μm/K drift <1 nm vibration amplitude (1 Hz to 500 Hz) 
Special features Bench-top device; class 1 laser product Homogeneous illumination <10 nm channel mapping accuracy Sensor array (temperature, humidity, CO2, acceleration) Closed-loop adjustments of laser power density at sample plane 
Software features Real-time localization analysis and rendering (sCMOS optimized) Real-time FRET trace analysis Automated 3D sample scanning and acquisition Clustering and co-localization analysis Residual drift correction Scripting interface; OMERO compatibility 
PC requirements PC or laptop included (32GB RAM, nVidia GeForce GTX 980/m) Nanoimager software included, along with all future updates 
Dimensions W x D x H Microscope: 21 cm x 21 cm x 15 cm Support module: 21 cm x 42 cm x 47 cm 
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In summary... 
 
Oxford Nanoimaging have reinvented the single-molecule microscope to meet the 
needs of cutting edge research in the 21st century. A high-throughput, robust 
microscope that does not go out of alignment. A compact, accessible solution. A 
small microscope with a big personality: expert capabilities and top performance 
for both novice and experienced users.   
 
Adopted more and more by biologists and biochemists around the world, single-
molecule studies provide insight into how cells work through the most 
fundamental functional unit. Until now, these experiments have been daunting and 
inaccessible to anyone not highly trained in optics development. Researchers with 
a biological problem often required a collaboration with expert groups capable of 
performing single-molecule experiments, and able to afford the significant capital 
costs of purchasing instrumentation.  
 
Oxford Nanoimaging have made single-molecule experiments easier, and have 
made instrument costs accessible to the majority. 
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